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Abstract
It is known that for a discrete channel with correlated additive noise,
the ordinary capacity with or without feedback both equal log q −H(Z),
where H(Z) is the entropy rate of the noise process Z and q is the al-
phabet size. In this paper, a class of finite-state additive noise channels
is introduced. It is shown that the zero-error feedback capacity of such
channels is either zero or C0f = log q−h(Z), where h(Z) is the topological
entropy of the noise process. A topological condition is given when the
zero-error capacity is zero, with or without feedback. Moreover, the zero-
error capacity without feedback is lower-bounded by log q − 2h(Z). We
explicitly compute the zero-error feedback capacity for several examples,
including channels with isolated errors and a Gilbert-Elliot channel.
1 Introduction
In his 1956 paper [1], Shannon introduced the concept of zero-error communi-
cation. Although, a general formula is still missing for the zero-error capacity
C0 of a discrete memoryless channel (DMC) without feedback, Shannon de-
rived one for the zero-error capacity C0f of a DMC with noiseless feedback.
In recent years, there has been progress towards determining C0f for channels
with memory. In [2], Zhao and Permuter introduced a dynamic programming
formulation for computing C0f for a finite-state channel modeled as a Markov
decision process, assuming state information is available at both encoder and
decoder. However, the problem is still open when there is no state information
at the decoder.
In this paper, we study the zero-error capacity, with and without feedback,
of discrete channels with additive correlated noise. The ordinary capacities with
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and without feedback of such channels are studied in [3], in which it is proved
that
C = Cf = log2 q −H(Z), (1)
where q is the input alphabet size and H(Z) is the entropy rate of the noise
process Z. In this paper, we consider additive noise channels where the noise
is generated by a finite-state machine. We prove a similar formula for the
zero-error feedback capacity C0f and a lower bound for the zero-error capacity
C0, in terms of topological entropy (Theorem 2). Unlike [2], we do not assume
that channel state information is available at the encoder or decoder. In [4],
we studied C0 of some special cases of these channels and derived a similar
lower bound. In this paper, we extend that result to a more general channel
model, and also derive an exact formula for C0f . Examples including the well-
known Gilbert-Elliot channel are considered, for which the explicit value of C0f
is computed. To the best of our knowledge, this has not been done for these
channels.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the channel model
and main results are presented. Proofs are given in Sections 3 and 4 and some
examples are discussed in 5. Finally, concluding remarks and future extensions
are discussed in section 6.
Throughout the paper, calligraphic letters such as X , denote sets. The
cardinality of set X is denoted by |X |. The channel input alphabet size is q,
logarithms are in base 2. Random variables are denoted by upper case letters
such as X , and their realizations by lower case letters such as x. The vector
(xi)
n
i=m is denoted by xm:n.
2 Channel Model and Main Results
Let the input, output and noise at time i ∈ N in the channel be xi ∈ X , yi ∈ Y,
and zi ∈ Z, respectively. Before we describe the channel, we define the following
notion.
Definition 1 (Finite-state machine). A finite-state machine is defined as directed
graph G = (S, E), where the vertex set S = {0, 1, . . . , |S| − 1} denotes states of
the machine, and the edge set E ⊆ S × S denotes possible transitions between
two states. We say a process (Si)i≥1 is described by G if a) there is a positive
probability that any state is eventually visited, i.e. ∀s ∈ S, ∃i ≥ 1 s.t. P (Si =
s) > 0, b) if (s, s′) ∈ E , a transition s → s′ is always possible for all possible
past state sequences, i.e. P (Si+1 = s
′|Si = s, s1:i−1) > 0 whenever P (Si =
s, s1:i−1) > 0; and c) conversely, if (s, s′) /∈ E , then P (Si+1 = s′|Si = s, s1:i−1) =
0 whenever P (Si = s, s1:i−1) > 0.
Remark: Processes described by a finite-state machine are topologically
Markov [5, Ch.2], but need not be stochastic Markov chains.
The following channel is studied in this paper.
Definition 2 (Finite-state additive noise channels). A discrete channel with com-
mon input, noise and output q-ary alphabet X is called finite-state additive noise
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Figure 1: State transition diagram of a noise process in a channel at which no
more than two consecutive errors can happen in the channel.
if its output at time i ∈ N is obtained by
Yi = Xi ⊕ Zi, i ∈ N,
where ⊕ is modulo q addition and the correlated additive noise Zi is governed
by a state process (Si) on a finite-state machine such that each outgoing edge
from a state si corresponds to different values zi of the noise. Thus, there are at
most q outgoing edges from each state. We assume the state transition diagram
of the channel is strongly connected and that Zi is independent
1 of X1:i.
Figure 1 shows a noise process which defines a channel that has no more
than two consecutive errors. For example, the transition at time i from state
Si = 0 to itself corresponds to Zi = 0. Moreover, Zi = 1 leads to the transition
ending in state Si+1 = 1 (state at next time step). Note that, in Si = 2, the
noise can only take Zi = 0 and transits to Si+1 = 0.
Definition 3 (Coupled graph). Coupled graph of a finite-state machine (with
labeled graph G ) is defined as a labeled directed graph2 Gc = G × G , such that
it has vertex set V = S × S and has an edge from node u = (i, j) ∈ V to
v = (k,m) ∈ V if and only if there are edges from S = i to S = k (with a label
value Eik) and from S = j to S = m (with a label value Ejm) in G , each edge
has a label equal to Eik ⊖ Ejm, where ⊖ is modulo q subtraction.
For a state-dependent channel, the zero-error capacity is defined as follows.
Definition 4. The zero-error capacity, C0, is the largest block-coding rate that
permits zero decoding errors, i.e.,
C0 := sup
n∈N,F∈F
log |F|
n
, (2)
where F ⊆ Xn is the set of all block codes of length n that yield zero decoding
errors for any channel noise sequence and channel initial state, such that no
state information is available at the encoder and decoder. In a zero-error code,
any two distinct codewords x1:n, x
′
1:n ∈ F can never result in the same channel
output sequence, regardless of the channel noise and initial state.
1 This can be relaxed to qualitative independence [5, Ch.1]; i.e. if P (X1:k = x1:k) and
P (Zk = zk) are both positive, then P (X1:k = x1:k, Zk = zk) > 0.
2This product is called tensor product, as well as Kronecker product [6, Ch. 4].
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The zero-error feedback capacity C0f is defined in the presence of a noiseless
feedback from the output. In other words, assuming m ∈ M is the message to
be sent and y1:n is the output sequence received then xi(m) = fm,i(y1:i−1), i =
1, . . . , n, where fm,i is the encoding function. Let the family of encoding func-
tions FM = {fm,n : m ∈ M}. The zero-error feedback capacity, is the largest
block-coding rate that permits zero decoding errors.
Before, presenting the main results, we need some preliminaries from sym-
bolic dynamics. In symbolic dynamics, topological entropy is defined as the
asymptotic growth rate of the number of possible state sequences. For a finite-
state machine with an irreducible transition matrix A, the topological entropy
h is known to coincide with logλ, where λ is the Perron value of A [7]. This
is essentially due to the fact that the number of the paths from state S = i to
S = j in n steps is the (i + 1, j + 1)-th element of An, which grows at the rate
of λn for large n.
First we give a topological condition on when zero-error capacity is zero,
with or without feedback.
Theorem 1. The zero-error capacity with(out) feedback C0f (resp. C0) of a
finite-state additive noise channel [Def. 2] having finite-state machine [Def. 1]
graph G = (S, E) is zero, if and only if ∀ d1:n ∈ Xn, n ∈ N, there exists a walk
on the coupled graph [Def. 3] of G with the label sequence d1:n.
Remark: This result implies that C0 = 0 if and only if C0f = 0 for finite-
state additive noise channels.
Proof. Sufficiency: We show that for any choice of encoding functions and
blocklength n there is a common output for m,m′ ∈ M, i.e., ∃z1:n, z′1:n such
that the output sequences, y1:n = y
′
1:n, where y1:n = fm,1:n ⊕ z1:n, y′1:n =
fm′,1:n ⊕ z′1:n. In other words, ∀n ∈ N, and
d1:n := fm′,1:n(z
′
1:n−1)⊖ fm,1:n(z1:n−1) ∈ Xn,
∃ z1:n, z′1:n such that d1:n(z1:n−1, z1:n−1) = z1:n ⊖ z′1:n.
First observe that having current states Si = s and S
′
i = s
′, for two noise
sequences of z1:i−1 and z′1:i−1, respectively, the label on out-going edges in the
coupled graph is belong to {zi ⊖ z′i|Si = s, S′i = s′}. Now consider the first
transmission, by choosing any inputs fm,1, fm′,1 ∈ X , if there is an edge from
any state (k, j) ∈ V with the value d1 := fm′,1 ⊖ fm,1 ∈ X then there exist
z1, z
′
1 ∈ X that produce a common output for two channel inputs fm,1 and
fm′,1. By continuing this argument for any i ∈ N having y1:i−1 = y′1:i−1, if
di = fm′,i(z
′
1:i−1) ⊖ fm,i(z1:i−1) ∈ X is chosen such that there is an edge with
value di then there is an output shared with two messages. In other words, by
choosing any value for di, if there is an edge with corresponding value it means
there is a pair of noise values (zi, z
′
i) such that di = zi⊖ z′i, therefore yi = y′i. If
there is no such an edge for a particular di, then there is no pair of noise values
that produces the same output, and thus, yi 6= y′i.
Therefore, if ∀n ∈ N and for any choice of d1:n ∈ Xn there is a walk on the
coupled graph then the corresponding noise sequences of the walk can produce
the same output, i.e. y1:n = y
′
1:n which implies C0f = 0 and therefore C0 = 0.
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Necessity: Assume there is no walk for a sequence of d1:n then by choosing
any two input sequences x1:n, x
′
1:n such that x1:n⊖x′1:n = d1:n, two messages m
andm′ can be transmitted with zero-error which contradict with the assumption
that C0 = 0 (and also C0f = 0).
We now relate the zero-error capacities of the channel to the noise process
topological entropy.
Theorem 2. The zero-error feedback capacity of the finite-state additive noise
channel [Def. 2] with topological entropy h(Z) of the noise process where no
state information is available at the transmitter and decoder is either zero or
C0f = log q − h(Z). (3)
Moreover, the zero-error capacity (without feedback) is lower bounded by
C0 ≥ log q − 2h(Z). (4)
Remarks:
• The zero-error feedback capacity has a similar representation to the ordi-
nary feedback capacity in (1) but with the stochastic noise entropy rate
H(Z) replaced with the topological entropy h(Z).
• The topological entropy can be viewed as the rate at which the noise dy-
namics generate uncertainty. Intuitively, this uncertainty cannot increase
which explains why it appears as a negative term on the right hand side
of (3) and (4). Moreover, the sum of zero-error feedback capacity and the
topological entropy is always equal to log q, meaning that if the noise un-
certainty is increased, the same amount will be decreased in the capacity.
• The result of (3) is an explicit closed-form solution, which is a notable
departure from the iterative, dynamic programming solution in [2].
• Following Definition 2, the channel states are not assumed to be Markov,
just topologically Markov. Thus the transition probabilities in the finite-
state machine can be time-varying dependent on previous states. In other
words, as long as the graphical structure is not changed, the result is valid.
3 Proof of the Zero-error Feedback Capacity
The conditions on when C0f = 0 is given in Theorem 1. Here, we consider
C0f > 0. Before presenting the rest of the proof, we give the following lemma.
Lemma 1. For a finite-state additive noise channel with irreducible adjacency
matrix, there exist positive constants α and β such that, for any input sequence
x1:n ∈ Xn, the number of all possible outputs
αλn ≤ |Y(s0, x1:n)| = |Z(s0, n)| ≤ βλn, (5)
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where λ is the Perron value of the adjacency matrix. Moreover, Y(s0, x1:n) and
Z(s0, n) are the possible output and noise values for a given initial state s0 and
input sequence x1:n.
Proof. The output sequence, y1:n, is a function of input sequence, x1:n, and
channel noise, z1:n, which can be represented as the following
y1:n = x1:n ⊕ z1:n, (6)
where z1:n ∈ Z(s0, n). The set of all output sequences Y(s0, x1:n) can be ob-
tained as Y(s0, x1:n) = {x1:n ⊕ z1:n|z1:n ∈ Z(s0, n)}. Since for given x1:n, (6) is
bijective, we have the following
|Y(s0, x1:n)| = |Z(s0, n)|. (7)
For a given initial state s0 ∈ S, define the binary indicator vector ζ ∈
{0, 1}|S| consisting of all zeros except for a 1 in the position corresponding to
s0; e.g. in Fig.1, if starting from state S = 0, then ζ = [1, 0, 0]. Observe that
since each output of the finite-state additive channel triggers a different state
transition, each sequence of state transitions has a one-to-one correspondence
to the output sequence, given the input sequence.
The total number of state trajectories after n-step starting from state si is
equal to sum of i-th row of An [7]. Hence, because of a one-to-one correspon-
dence between state sequences and output sequences then |Z(s0, n)| = ζ⊤An1.
Next, we show the upper and lower bounds in (5). According to the Perron-
Frobenius Theorem, for an irreducible |S| × |S| matrix A (or, equivalently, the
adjacency matrix for a strongly connected graph), the entries of eigenvector
v ∈ R|S| corresponding to λ are strictly positive [8, Thm. 8.8.1], [7, Thm.
4.2.3]. Therefore, multiplying A by Av = λv results in Anv = λnv for n ∈ N.
Left multiplication by the indicator vector, ζ⊤ yields
ζ⊤Anv = λnζ⊤v. (8)
Denote minimum and maximum element of vector v by vmin and vmax respec-
tively. Hence, considering that all the elements in both sides of (8) are positive,
we have
vminζ
⊤An1 ≤ ζ⊤Anv ≤ vmaxλnζ⊤1 = vmaxλn,
where 1 is all-one column vector. Therefore, dividing by vmin, we have
|Y(s0, x1:n)| = ζ⊤An ≤ vmax
vmin
λn = βλn, (9)
where β := vmax/vmin > 0. Moreover, for deriving the lower bound similar to
above, we have
vminλ
nζ⊤1 ≤ ζ⊤Anv ≤ vmaxζ⊤An1 = vmax|Y(s0, x1:n)|.
Let α := vmin/vmax = 1/β > 0, hence αλ
n ≤ |Y(s0, x1:n)| which combining it
with (9) results in (5).
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3.1 Converse
We prove no coding method can do better than (3).
Let m ∈ M be the message to be sent and y1:n be the output sequence
received such that
yi = fm,i(y1:i−1)⊕ zi, i = 1, . . . , n,
where z1:n ∈ Z(s0, n) ∈ Xn is the additive noise and fm,i the encoding function.
Therefore, the output is a function of encoding function and noise sequence,
i.e., y1:n = ψ(fm,1:n, z1:n). We denote all possible outputs Ψ(FM,Z(s0, n)) =
{y1:n|m ∈ M, z1:n ∈ Z(s0, n)}, where FM = {fm,t : m ∈ M} is the family of
encoding functions.
For having a zero-error code any two m,m′ ∈ M,m 6= m′ and any two
z1:n, z
′
1:n ∈ Z(s0, n) must result in ψ(fm,1:n, z1:n) 6= ψ(fm′,1:n, z′1:n). Note that
when m = m′, (even with feedback) at first position that z1:n 6= z′1:n will result
in ψ(fm,1:n, z1:n) 6= ψ(fm,1:n, z′1:n). Therefore, assuming the initial condition is
known at both encoder and decoder,
|Ψ(FM,Z(s0, n))| =M |Z(s0, n)| ≤ qn.
Therefore, M is an upper bound on the number of messages that can be trans-
mitted when initial condition is not available. We know that αλn| ≤ |Z(s0, n)| ≤
βλn. Therefore,
C0f ≤ sup
f∈FM
logM
n
≤ 1
n
log
qn
αλn
= log q − logλ− logα
n
.
Moreover, limn→∞ 1n logα = 0, which proves the converse in (3).
3.2 Achievability
A coding method is proposed that achieves (3). Consider a code of length n
such that first k < n symbols are the data to be transmitted and the rest of
n− k symbols serve as parity check symbols.
We know that for an input of size k there are |Y(k)| = |Z(k)| = |∪s0Z(s0, k)|
possible output sequences, which is bounded as follows
αλk ≤ |Z(s0, k)| ≤ |Y(k)| ≤ (|S|β)λk .
The transmitter having the output sequence y0:k−1, sends the receiver which
output pattern (e.g. a message from {1, . . . , |Y(k)|} ) was received using the
n − k parity check symbols. Assume that the transmitter sends the parity
check symbols with a rate slightly below the zero-error feedback capacity, i.e.,
R = C0f − δ, where δ > 0 is arbitrary small.3 Therefore,
C0f − δ. = log |Y(k)|
n− k .
3The reason to choose δ is to deal with situation when C0f is achieved when blocklength
tends to infinity.
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Using the upper bound on size of the output, i.e., |Y(k)| ≤ (|S|β)λk and
rearranging the inequality, gives
k ≥ (C0f − δ)n− log(|S|β)
(C0f − δ + logλ) .
Considering the fact that the total rate of coding is upper-bounded by C0f ,
we have
C0f ≥ k
n
log q ≥ C0f − δ −
log(|S|β)
n
C0f − δ + logλ log q.
Rearranging gives the following.
C0f ≥ log q − logλ− δ
(
1− 1
C0f
)
log q − log(|S|β)
nC0f
log q.
By choosing δ small and making n large, the last two terms disappear and
this concludes the proof.
4 Proof of the Zero-Error Capacity Lower Bound
First, we give the following Lemma.
Lemma 2. Let G(s0, y1:n) be subset of the inputs that can result in output y1:n
with initial state s0 for the finite-state additive noise channel. The following
holds
αλn ≤ |G(s0, y1:n)| ≤ βλn, (10)
where α and β are constants appeared in (5).
Proof. The subset of the inputs that can result in output y1:n with initial state
s0, G(s0, y1:n) is defined as the following
G(s0, y1:n) = {x1:n|x1:n ⊕ z1:n = y1:n, z1:n ∈ Z(s0, n)}.
Fixing y1:n, the mapping x1:n → z1:n in (6) is bijective, hence |G(s0, y1:n)| =
|Z(s0, n)|. Combining it with (7) yields |G(s0, y1:n)| = |Y(s0, x1:n)|. Moreover,
Lemma 1 gives the bounds on |Y(s0, x1:n)|.
Let c(1) ∈ Xn be the first codeword for which adjacent inputs denoted
by Q(c(1)). Again, each output sequence is in YT (c(1)) := ∪s0∈SY(s0, c(1)).
Hence,
Q(c(1)) =
⋃
y1:n∈YT (c(1))
G(y1:n), (11)
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Figure 2: State transition diagram of a noise process in a channel at which no
two consecutive errors can happen in the channel.
where, G(y1:n) :=
⋃
s0∈S G(s0, y1:n), which gives
|Q(c(1))| ≤
∑
y1:n∈YT (c(1))
∑
s0∈S
|G(s0, y1:n)|.
Using Lemma 2, we have
|Q(c(1))| ≤ | ∪s0∈S Y(s0, c(1))|(|S| × βλn).
According to (5), for any initial state the number of outputs is upper-bounded
by βλn. Therefore,
|Q(c(1))| ≤ (|S|(βλn))× (β|S|λn) = (β|S|λn)2.
By choosing non-adjacent inputs as the codebook, results in an error-free trans-
mission. The above argument is true for other codewords, i.e.,
|Q(c(i))| ≤ (β|S|λn)2, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M},
where M is the number of codewords in the codebook such that union of corre-
sponding Q(c(i)) for i = 1, . . . ,M, covers Xn. Then,
qn = |
M⋃
i=1
Q(c(i))| ≤
M∑
i=1
|Q(c(i))| ≤M × (β|S|λn)2.
A a result, the number of distinguishable inputs is lower bounded by M ≥
qn/(β|S|λn)2. Therefore, according to zero-error capacity definition
C0 ≥ log q
(β|S|)2(λ)2n = log q − 2 logλ−
2
n
log(β|S|).
If n is large, the last term vanishes and proves the lower bound in (4).
5 Examples
Here, we provide some examples, and for them, compute C0f explicitly. Ex-
amples 1 and 2 consider channels with isolated and limited runs of errors. In
9
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Figure 3: Markov chain for channel states in Example 3.
Example 3 we consider a Gilbert-Elliot channel. Moreover, for examples 1 and
2, we investigate that minimum value of ordinary feedback capacity Cf over the
transition probabilities and observe how far is this natural upper bound from
the zero-error feedback capacity.
Example 1. Consider a channel with no two consecutive errors (Fig. 2). If q = 2
then C0 = C0f = 0. Whilst, if q ≥ 3 it has a zero-error feedback capacity of
C0f = log q − log(1+
√
5
2 ) bit/use where
1+
√
5
2 is known as the golden ratio.
Moreover, assuming Markovianity with the transition probability P (Si+1 =
1|Si = 0) = p, the ordinary feedback capacity is Cf (p) = log q − H(p)1+p from
(1), where H(.) is the binary entropy function. It turns out that C0f =
minp∈(0,1) Cf (p).
Example 2. The example of Fig. 1 represents a channel with no more than two
consecutive errors, having adjacency matrix
A =

1 1 01 0 1
1 0 0

 .
If q = 2 then C0 = C0f = 0 and if q = 3 it has C0f = 0.7058.
If the channel states are Markov with transition probabilities P (Si+1 =
1|Si = 0) = p and P (Si+1 = 2|Si = 1) = r, it can be shown that
minp,r∈(0,1)Cf (p, r) = 0.7935 > C0f .
Example 3. Consider a Gilbert-Elliot channel with input alphabet of size q = 5
and two states (Fig. 3). When the state Si = 0 the channel is error-free, i.e.,
P (Zi 6= 0|Si = 0) = 0 and when state Si = 1 it acts like a noisy type-writer
channel (Fig. 4) which is also known as the Pentagon channel [1]. In this state,
the probability of error for any input symbol is P (Zi = 1|Si = 1) = r and thus
the probability of error-free transmission is P (Zi = 0|Si = 1) = 1− r. Figure 3
shows this channel’s state transition diagram. However, this channel does not fit
Definition 2, because outgoing edges are not associated with unique noise values.
This reflects the fact that the noise process is a hidden Markov model, not a
Markov chain, and the same state sequence can yield multiple noise sequences.
Nonetheless, in the following we show an equivalent representation of this
channel compatible with Definition 2. The resultant model (shown in Fig. 5) is
a state machine that produces the same set of noise sequences, where the edges
10
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Figure 4: Pentagon channel.
define the noise values in each transmission. Note that if the channel is in state
Si = 0, the noise can only take value Zi = 0, but in state Si = 1, the noise
Zi ∈ {0, 1}, thus Zi ∈ {0, 1} at all times. In the sequel, we show that
P (Zi+1 = 1|Zi = 1, z1:i−1) = 0, (12)
P (Zi+1 = 0|Zi = 0, z1:i−1) > 0, (13)
P (Zi+1 = 1|Zi = 0, z1:i−1) > 0, (14)
whenever the conditioning sequence of Zi = j, Z1:i−1 = z1:i−1, j ∈ {0, 1} occurs
with non-zero probability. Therefore, irrespective of past noises the state ma-
chine shown in Fig. 5 can produce all noise sequences that occur with nonzero
probability. It should be stressed that this noise process may not be a stochastic
Markov chain, however, it is a topological Markov chain [7, Ch.2]. First, note by
inspection of Fig. 3 that the noise process has zero probability of taking value 1
twice in a row. Thus P (Zi+1 = 1, Zi = 1, z1:i−1) = 0. Using Bayes rule, it then
follows that
P (Zi+1 = 1|Zi = 1, z1:i−1) = 0,
whenever P (Zi = 1, z1:i−1) > 0.
Next we show (13)-(14). Let z1:i−1 be any past noise sequence such that
P (Zi = 0, z1:i−1) > 0.Therefore, ∃s1:i such that
P (Zi = 0, z1:i−1, s1:i) = P (Zi = 0|si)P (z1:i−1, s1:i) > 0. (15)
From Fig. 3, P (Zi+1 = 0, Zi = 0|si = j) > 0, j ∈ {0, 1}. Thus
P (Zi+1 = 0, Zi = 0, z1:i−1, s1:i) = P (Zi+1 = 0, Zi = 0|si)P (z1:i−1, s1:i) > 0,
since the second factor on the RHS is positive, by (15). Therefore, P (Zi+1 =
1, Zi = 0, z1:i−1) > 0, and (13) holds. Now, we show (14). If Si = 0, it can be
shown from Fig. 3 and the noise probabilities that
P (Zi+1 = 1, Zi = 0|Si = 0) = rp > 0. (16)
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Figure 5: State machine generating the noise sequence of Example 3.
Therefore,
P (Zi+1 = 1, Zi = 0, z1:i−1) ≥ P (Zi+1 = 1, Zi = 0, z1:i−1, Si = 0, s1:i−1)
= P (Zi+1 = 1, Zi = 0|Si = 0)P (Si = 0, z1:i−1, s1:i−1)
= rp P (Si = 0, z1:i−1, s1:i−1) > 0.
Note from Fig. 3 that P (Si = 0|si−1) > 0. Thus,
P (Si = 0, z1:i−1, s1:i−1) = P (Si = 0|si−1)P (z1:i−1, s1:i−1) > 0.
Consequently, (12)-(14) hold yielding the state machine in Fig. 5. Note that,
Sˆi = 0 corresponds to Zi = 0 and Sˆi = 1, to Zi = 1.
Now, we can use the results of Theorem 2, to get
log 5− 2 log
(
1 +
√
5
2
)
≤ C0 ≤ C0f = log 5− log
(
1 +
√
5
2
)
.
This shows that the zero-error feedback capacity of some channels with differ-
ent structure than Definition 2, such as time-varying state transmissions (non-
homogeneous Markov chains) and even transitions that depend on previous
transmissions can be explicitly obtained.
6 Conclusion
We introduced a formula for computing the zero-error feedback capacity for a
class of additive noise channels without state information at the decoder and
encoder. This reveals a close connection between the topological entropy of
the underlying noise process and the zero-error communication. Moreover, a
lower bound on zero-error capacity (without feedback) was given based on the
topological entropy.
Future work includes extending these results to a more general class of chan-
nels.
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